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Abstract 
The National Broadband Plan recommends that the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) should make 300 
megahertz (MHz) of spectrum available for mobile broadband use within five years.  Finding this spectrum is a major 
issue as radio spectrum is an encumbered and finite resource.  Therefore, the case must be made that “Spectrum 
Utilization” is not optimal under current conditions and the “Spectrum Scarcity” is for real. The study presented here 
takes the System Dynamics approach to demonstrate how this situation might be justified.  We utilize Stock and Flow 
model to reconstruct the framework recommended by the FCC and present results that justify the need for more 
spectrum.  
  
The paper also explains why System Dynamics appears to be a comprehensive approach to address wireless 
industry’s “Spectrum Scarcity and Utilization” problem. Dynamic behavior among different variables of the wireless 
ecosystem is also analyzed through simulation. Preliminary simulation results show that mobile data demand will
exceed the current capacity of cellular networks and will create a deficit if more spectrum is not released. We 
conclude the paper highlighting future research work - expanding and calibrating the model - using System Dynamics 
techniques. 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection  
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1. Introduction 
Today there are more than 5 billion mobiles in the market worldwide. Mobile penetration rate – the 
number of cell phones per person – exceeds 100 percent in many countries [1]. The actual growth of 
subscribers may slow down, but wireless carriers' cellular networks are becoming increasingly burdened 
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by higher use of data demanding applications like online video and gaming. Voice traffic takes up far less 
of capacity of cellular network these days than data traffic.  
 
Market studies conducted by analysts and industry professionals reveal that demand for data would 
grow significantly over next few years. Cisco projects that the global data traffic over mobile devices will 
increase by 26 times between 2010-2015 [2]. By 2014 more people are expected to go online via mobile 
devices than personal computers [3]. A key driving factor to increased data demand is increased 
popularity and usage of smartphones in recent years. Another study concluded that data consumption on 
smartphones will increase from 0.3 GB per month to 3 GB per month in next five years [4].  
 
Wireless spectrum and capacity of cellular networks to handle voice and data go hand to hand. More 
spectrum provides higher capacity for cellular network. The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) 
has made recommendation through the National Broadband Plan that 300 MHz of new spectrum needs to 
be made available in the next five years and 500 MHz over the next 10 years to support growing data 
demand for mobile use [5] . Cellular operators in US have been requesting to the FCC to release more 
spectrum for mobile communication use. They claim that America’s future competitiveness and 
technology leadership hugely depends on nationwide availability of broadband and that in fact depends on 
the availability of additional spectrum [6]. Finding this additional spectrum is a challenge as radio 
spectrum is an encumbered and finite resource.    
2. Purpose of Study: System Dynamics Approach 
Dire need for additional spectrum for cellular use need to be justified via engineering studies. The 
study conducted by the FCC after the release of the National Broadband Plan [7] is employed as the 
foundation for our research in this paper.  
 
The study presented in this paper employs the System Dynamics approach to model and analyze the 
spectrum allocation and data demand situation.  System Dynamics methodology helps model 
various relationships between elements of a particular system, here wireless ecosystem, and how these 
relationships influence the behavior of the system over time. Previously few aspects of the 
telecommunication industry have been analyzed using System Dynamics concepts [8-9]. However, 
spectrum allocation and scarcity issues have not been modeled through stock and flow diagram until now. 
System Dynamics approach also helps analyze dynamic behavior among key drivers like spectrum 
utilization and cellular network infrastructure.    
2.1. Research problem 
There is no simple equation which can help calculate the amount of additional spectrum required to 
support future data demands. Forecasts of data demand only cannot justify future need for spectrum. New 
technologies and their spectral efficiencies need to be considered as well. Moreover, wireless carriers can 
also increase the number of cell sites to handle more data traffic efficiently. Research question we are 
trying to answer needs to incorporate all these parameters. We propose the following hypothesis to 
formulate the research question: 
 
 Data demand will exceed current capacity of cellular networks if the FCC doesn’t provide additional 
spectrum for cellular use. Hence, spectrum deficit will be generated. 
2.2. Research methodology 
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To test our hypothesis, we have developed a basic stock and flow model (Fig 1). We run simulation 
with actual data for 2010 and forecast data for next five years – 2011 to 2015. Simulation results will not 
only validate or nullify the hypothesis but will also recommend the amount of spectrum needed to support 
growing data demand. We use iThink as the simulation tool to find a numerical solution to the differential 
equation associated with dynamic accumulation of stocks. Section 3 defines the variables and their initial 
conditions specified for simulations.  
3. Stock and Flow Model 
In Fig 1, stocks are shown in rectangle boxes; inflows and outflows are shown with double-lined 
arrows with controlling valves; and auxiliary variables are shown with circles and single arrows. Dotted 
lines suggest feedback structures to be used in future research.  
 
There are two basic stocks in our system model. They are:  
 Spectrum Allocated for Cellular Use: This stock contains all bands of spectrum made available to the 
cellular industry by the FCC. It includes spectrum auctioned off to wireless carriers for commercial 
use. Currently allocated spectrum for mobile services is 547 MHz [5] and that will be the initial value 
of this stock. Since we want to capture the deficit condition of spectrum if the usage exceeds the 
allocated spectrum, this stock is defined to contain negative values. 
 Total Spectrum in Use: This stock contains the spectrum which has been put to the use by wireless 
carriers. This stock gets populated when wireless carriers utilize the spectrum available to them. 
 
There are some flows going in and out of these stocks: 
 Spectrum Inflow by FCC: This is an inflow to the Spectrum Allocated for Cellular Use stock. FCC can 
find more spectrum for wireless carriers and make it available to them via auction or any other method. 
For the worst case scenario, we want to set this flow to zero and observe the effect on the model. 
 Spectrum Flow for Voice: This is an outflow from Spectrum Allocated for Cellular Use and an inflow 
to Total Spectrum in Use. Wireless voice market is reaching its saturation as usage of wireless voice 
minutes are flattening [10]. For the simulation, we assume that voice demand would remain constant 
as we want to see the effects on spectrum usage due to increased data demands only. 
 Spectrum Flow for Data: This inflow to Total Spectrum in Use is dynamic in nature. Various auxiliary 
variables defined in Section 3.2 interact together to give dynamic behavior to this flow.  
 
 
Fig. 1. Stock and flow model 
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3.1. Differential equations of the model 
Differential equations are the foundation for stock and flow models. Stocks accumulate or deplete the 
quantity based on their initial conditions and net flows. Equation (1) summarizes the basic behavior of 
accumulation in stocks.  
 t
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The same behavior can be written using differential equation format shown below, where I (t) and O 
(t) represent the value of the inflows and outflows at time t.  
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With respect to our model, equation (3) gives the value of Spectrum Allocated stock at any given time: 
 
Spectrum_Allocated_for_Cellular_Use(t) = Spectrum_Allocated_for_Cellular_Use(t - dt) + 
t
0(Spectrum_Inflow_by_FCC - Spectrum_Flow_for_Data - Spectrum_Flow_for_Voice) * dt           (3) 
 
Initial value of the stock and the values of net flow at time t need to be provided in order to calculate 
the quantity within the stocks at any given time. Rest of the calculations used for the model are 
summarized in the appendix. 
3.2. Auxiliary variables 
There are three key variables which affect the data traffic flow and ultimately the spectrum required to 
support the data. They are: 
 Cell Site Growth:  In accordance with industry estimate [7], we are assuming 7% compound annual 
growth rate over next five years for the number of cell sites being deployed in US.  
 Mobile Data Demand: This variable injects growth forecasts of mobile data demand into the model. 
Values shown in Table 1 imply increase in data traffic by 26 percent between 2010 and 2015 [2]. 
 Spectral Efficiency: With Long Term Evolution (LTE), spectral efficiency of 1.25 Mbps/MHz is being 
predicted for 4G services. LTE is not readily available in most parts of the country but it would be 
available by 2015 as forecasted by most analysts [7]. As a result, we use higher value spectral 
efficiency of LTE technology for the year 2015 and not sooner than that.  
 
A total of 170 MHz, which comprises of both the PCS and cellular band, is heavily used nationwide in 
US. Out of the 170 MHz, 113 MHz is used for voice traffic and 57 MHz is used for data traffic. These 
sets base values for the first simulation run for the year 2010.  
4. Simulation Results 
We run the simulation in two difference scenarios: 1) no new spectrum being made available by the 
FCC and 2) the FCC releases more spectrum for cellular use on periodic basis. Simulation results are 
shown in Table 1 along with values of the input variables. 
 
Scenario 1: This scenario is going to test our hypothesis set in section 2.1. We run the model six times, 
one for each year starting from 2010. The simulation shows that there will be spectrum deficit by 2015 if 
the FCC doesn’t release any more spectrum for cellular use. It validates our hypothesis. All bands of 
currently available spectrum will be used by wireless carriers by 2014 and additional 99 MHz of spectrum 
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will be needed to support the growing demand of data traffic by 2015 (Fig 2a). This result shows that 
additional spectrum will be needed but not as much as 300 MHz as suggested in the National Broadband 
Plan.  
 
Scenario 2: Here, we assume that the FCC follows its own recommendations and finds an additional 
spectrum of 300 MHz to be released for cellular use. We distribute these 300 MHz evenly over five years 
for our simulation. The output in this scenario shows that there will be a surplus of 201 MHz of spectrum. 
This situation is also not favorable as spectrum might be underused. 
 
Table 1. Input and output variables for the model 
 
Simulation 
Run 
Model Input 
Data Demand  
(% relative to 
2010) 
Model Input 
Cell Site Growth  
(% relative to 
2010) 
Model Input 
Spectral 
Efficiency 
(Mbps/MHz) 
Model Output 
 
Total 
Spectrum in 
Use (MHz) 
Model Output 
(Scenario 1) 
Spectrum 
Allocated for 
Cellular Use 
(MHz) 
Model Output 
(Scenario 2) 
Spectrum 
Allocated for 
Cellular Use 
(MHz) 
2010 100 100 0.625 170 377 427 
2011 250 107 0.75 224 323 423 
2012 500 114 0.88 290 257 407 
2013 917 123 1 380 167 367 
2014 1583 131 1.13 494 53 303 
2015 2625 140 1.25 646 -99 201 
 
It is important to note that the Total Spectrum in Use remains the same in both scenarios (Fig 2b). This 
is due to the fact that we only change the values of inflow to the model and not the values of auxiliary 
variables between these two scenarios.  
  
  
Fig. 2. (a) Spectrum Allocated for Cellular Use -Scenario 1; (b) Total Spectrum in Use 
5. Conclusion and Future Research 
Even with higher network investment and higher spectral efficiency of new technology, it appears that 
growing data demand will exceed the current capacity of cellular networks if more spectrum is not timely 
released. Making additional spectrum available is necessary in order to avoid serious deficit of spectrum 
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in coming years. The amount of additional spectrum needed is debatable. Without releasing any spectrum, 
a deficit of approximately 100 MHz will be created. However, we could see a big surplus if 300 MHz of 
spectrum is made available as recommended by the FCC. Stock and flow based simulation does reveal the 
dynamic dependency of spectrum flow for data traffic on data demand, spectral efficiency of new 
technology and capital investment in cellular networks.  
 
The stock value of Total Spectrum in Use can influence the rate at which the FCC could release more 
spectrum for wireless carriers. Similarly, different values of Spectrum Allocated for Cellular Use can 
affect the rate at which spectrum would be utilized for data traffic by wireless carriers. Future research 
needs to investigate these feedback loops, shown by dotted lines in the stock and flow model, which can 
induce the dynamics in the inflows and outflows. Also, more carriers are opting for Wi-Fi based data off-
loading to keep the valuable licensed spectrum free for others to use [6]. We will incorporate the usage of 
unlicensed resources for data traffic off-loading in our further research.  
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Appendix A. Equations used for simulation 
INIT Spectrum_Allocated_for_Cellular_Use = 547 
INIT Total_Spectrum_in_Use = 0 
INFLOWS: Spectrum_Inflow_by_FCC = 0 
OUTFLOWS: Spectrum_Flow_for_Data = (Technology_Adjusted_Data_Traffic_Per_Cell_Site-100)/100*57+57 
Spectrum_Flow_for_Voice = 113, Cell_Site_Growth = 100, Mobile_Data_Demand = 100 
Mobile_Data_Traffic_Per_Cell_Site = (Mobile_Data_Demand/Cell_Site_Growth)*100 
Spectrum_Efficiency_Growth = ((Spectrum_Efficiency_of_New_Technology-0.625)/0.625)*100+100 
Spectrum_Efficiency_of_New_Technology = 0.625 
Technology_Adjusted_Data_Traffic_Per_Cell_Site = (Mobile_Data_Traffic_Per_Cell_Site/Spectrum_Efficiency_Growth)*100 
Total_Spectrum_in_Use(t) = Total_Spectrum_in_Use(t - dt) + (Spectrum_Flow_for_Data + Spectrum_Flow_for_Voice) * dt 
